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INDUSTRY

Business Consulting

CHALLENGES

• Wasted time spent calling, 
chasing and waiting

• Unable to easily schedule 
appointments with 
vendors and customers

• No visibility to scheduled 
meetings in Salesforce

SOLUTION

TimeTrade Scheduler for Salesforce

RESULTS

• Number of appointments 
booked nearly doubled

• Time spent scheduling 
appointments decreased 
by 60-75%

• Experts’ time free up to 
consult with existing clients

Franchise development leader Rhino7 resolves common 
appointment scheduling headaches with Scheduler for Salesforce

A fast-growing franchise development company founded in 1999, 
Rhino7 works with existing franchisors to grow their businesses, 
and helps existing businesses create new franchises. Rhino7 works 
with interested franchise purchasers to find the best opportunities 
within their industry. Leveraging their knowledge and experience in 
franchising, Rhino7’s team works closely with franchisor and franchisee 
clients to enhance existing support systems, strengthen brand 
recognition, grow a franchise’s addressable market and expand into 
new locations.

The Challenge
Rhino7 was frustrated by the “endless back and forth” required to 
schedule meetings and calls with clients and potential clients. Because 
the service they provide their existing clients relies heavily on constant 
communication and support, Rhino7 needed a simpler and faster 
scheduling solution. And as a growing company, they needed to 
streamline and scale the customer engagement process.

In matching individuals or businesses interested in purchasing a 
franchise with the right franchisor, Rhino7 would need to schedule 
multiple calls and appointments and was frequently frustrated by the 
time-consuming process of emailing potential times and dates to all 
parties - and having to start all over again if one party wasn’t available 
or if their own time became booked by another client.

Rhino7 did not have time for a complicated installation and 
configuration process, nor did they have time to deploy and train 
members on a disconnected scheduling solution. And with clients who 
relied on their expertise on a daily basis, any interruptions in service 
and communications would have been unacceptable.



Finding the Solution
Rhino7’s Head of Consultant Relations, David Hines, discovered TimeTrade by using it. He saw TimeTrade’s “Click to 
Call” box in a consultant’s email signature line, and clicked on it. “It was so easy—you just clicked a date and time 
and it was set. And that’s when I reached out to TimeTrade to learn more.”

Rhino7’s team already relied on and was comfortable with using Salesforce, and knowing that TimeTrade would 
easily and completely integrate with Salesforce was key: “That was a big selling point for me, because I’m on 
Salesforce all day every day tracking what I’m doing.”

Measurable Success
Rhino7 estimates that using TimeTrade’s Scheduler for Salesforce to schedule client appointments has decreased 
team member time spent scheduling by 60-75% and has almost doubled their weekly sales appointment and call 
volume. In sharing the top three reasons they love TimeTrade, Rhino7 cites:

TimeTrade helps leading brands optimize engagement through all phases of the customer relationship. TimeTrade’s Intelligent Appointment 
Scheduling platform harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to improve meeting scheduling strategies through real-time customer insights 
and actions, producing better meetings and higher growth businesses, with TimeTrade customers outpacing their peers by nearly 3X. Tens 
of thousands of businesses—including leading global banks, retailers, and software companies—use TimeTrade’s Appointments-as-a-Service 
platform to deliver the personalized attention expected by today’s on-demand consumers. Learn more at www.timetrade.com.
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TimeTrade is easy to use, it makes the whole scheduling 
process more efficient, no more back and forth emails. Now 

someone will pick a time they want and schedule!

EASE OF USE

“The software was extremely 
simple to learn and use.”

EFFICIENCY

“Scheduling appointments is 
now almost instantaneous.”

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

“TimeTrade integrates 
so well with Salesforce, 
especially the calendar.” 

Ready to learn how TimeTrade can deliver results like these for your business?
Connect with a TimeTrade expert—at a time that’s convenient for you, of course—and you’ll be on your way to 
ending the calling, chasing and waiting, once and for all.

http://www.timetrade.com
https://www.timetrade.com/appointment-router-hp1/

